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Abstract: Over the time, the number of customers who like to buy products online is increasing in a 
rapid way. Often these online customers face the problem of choosing the right product they want from 
a huge collection of products offered by the e-commerce websites. To help the customers in choosing 
their desired product, many e-commerce websites use Recommender systems. In this paper we have 
used one ensemble algorithm named Feature Bag algorithm to detect attack events on recommender 
systems. 
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Introduction: Over the past two decades, with increasing popularity of internet, online shopping has 
also increased in a rapid rate.  Due to huge amount of information in Internet, often told as “information 
overload”, a customer has to spend considerable amount of time before purchasing any product online.  
On the other hand, from business point of view, organizations have also seen the web as an accelerator 
of their business.  They always try to device techniques to convert the customers who browse a product 
online into an actual buyer.  Keeping these points in view, many major e-commerce companies have 
employed an automated tool called recommender system to help customers in providing suggestions or 
recommendations as a list of products they may be interested in depending on their previous purchase 
history. Other than a list of products, the recommendations may be in a form like “customers who liked 
book A also liked book B”. In other words, recommender systems create an environment to provide 
customers a personalized purchase experience. 
 
Mainly three techniques have been employed in designing the recommender systems. They are content 
based approach, collaborative filtering based approach and hybrid approach. In content based 
approaches the similarity among product features are considered in generating recommendations.  The 
collaborative filtering algorithms, in turn, take into account the opinions of the like-minded customers 
i.e. the customers who have rated similarly. As a very large number of items are offered by the e-
commerce sites and customers rate only a small fraction of them, the user-item rating matrix which is 
the “black box” of the collaborative filtering based recommender systems, becomes very sparse. In 
hybrid recommender systems the content based approach and the collaborative filtering approach are 
combined. 
 
In recommender systems customers put their ratings on different items online. As the system is open it 
is vulnerable to different types of attacks. In profile-injection attacks, attackers insert fake user profiles 
into the system in order to either promote or demote a product. When the intent of the attacker is to 
promote a product, the corresponding attack is called a push attack and when the intent is to prevent a 
product from appearing in the recommendation list then that type of attack is called nuke attack. In 
case of push attack, the maximum rating is given to the target item (i.e. the item under attack) and in 
case of nuke attack, the minimum rating is given. Now the question is how the attacker creates fake user 
profile which will look like a genuine one so that it can influence the recommendation process in favor 
of the target item without letting the system know its true identity. Different attack models have been 
reported in the literature.  In this paper, outlier detection strategies have been used to detect profile-
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injection attacks. The motivation behind using outlier detection techniques is the fake profiles inserted 
by the attackers will always be different in nature from the genuine profiles in spite of every effort made 
by the attackers to make them alike. 
 
Ensemble Algorithms for Outlier Detection: As have been mentioned in [Aggarwal 2012], the 
effectiveness of outlier detection algorithm greatly depends on the appropriate choice of underlying data 
model of the dataset. Sometimes one particular algorithm may not be sufficient to identify outliers from 
all regions of the data space. In that occasion, Outlier detection becomes more effective when more than 
one algorithm is applied to different subspaces of the data or to the whole data. Ensembles can be 
formed in different ways depending on the requirements of the problem domain. [Aggarwal 2012] has 
categorized ensemble algorithms from different angles of thought. 
 
In sequential ensemble algorithms, data are passed through different layers of outlier detectors. Output 

of the 
th
i  layer is passed as input to the 

th
i )1( + layer and the final outlier scores are the output of the 

last layer. Instead of different outlier detection algorithms, the same algorithm may be used in all the 
layers. The intuition of this approach is to work with more refined data in each successive layer.  
In independent ensemble algorithms, different outlier detection algorithms are applied to data 
independently and the resulting outlier scores generated by those algorithms are combined and final 
outlier scores are calculated. More than one instances of the same algorithm with different parameter 
set can also be used as independent outlier detectors. 
 
Each of the sequential or independent ensembles may be model-centered or data-centered. In data-
centered ensemble algorithms, subspaces of the dataset are applied to different components. The 
subspaces can be a subset of all the data objects or they can be low-dimensional presentations of the 
dataset. This approach exploits benefit from the fact that for high dimensional data, outlier behavior is 
better understood in low dimensional spaces [Aggarwal 2012]. In contradiction to data-centered 
ensemble algorithms, model-centered ensemble algorithms use the same data set for all the 
components.  
 
Ensemble Algorithms-Design Issues: Several issues come into picture when multiple outlier 
detection algorithms are used in the process and their resulting scores are needed to be combined.  
Firstly, outlier detection algorithms do not produce outlier scores in the same range. Furthermore, 
interpretation of the results is also different. For example, the outlier scores produced by a distance-

based method like NNk -  is quite different in nature from the scores produced by a density-based 
method like LOF [Breunig et. al. 2000].  On the other hand, angel-based outlier detection (ABOD) 
algorithm [Kriegel et. al. 2008] measures the outlierness a point in the dataset in a completely different 
way from the above-mentioned two approaches. Another point to be noted here, a high outlier score 

does not always mean greater outlierness of a point. In case of NNk -  or LOF [Breunig et. al. 2000], a 
high outlier score dictates the possibility to be the point a outlier, but in case of ABOD [Kriegel et. al. 
2008], low scores( i.e. small variance in the angels  between other points and the point in question) 
indicates high possibility of being outlier. 
 
In order to get meaningful and effective outlier scores from the ensemble algorithm, the results of the 
individual scores need to be normalized so that, in the next step, the normalized scores can be 
combined in a meaningful way. 
 
Normalization: As have been mentioned before in this section, different outlier detection algorithms 
results in outlier scores on different scales, they should be properly normalized to [0,1] range so that 
they can be unified to produce the final score vector. The process of normalization will be different as 
well from algorithm to algorithm. [Kriegel et. al. 2011] has further elaborated this process and provided a 
general framework for normalization. Before normalization they have introduced one addition step 
called regularization which is used to increase the contrast between the scores of the outlier points and 

non-outlier points- 0_( ) =>>i
scoreoutlierR for outliers and 0_( ) »i

scoreoutlierR otherwise. 
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Combination: In order to get the final outlier vector of the ensemble algorithm, the results (which, 
after normalization becomes comparable)   of the individual components need to be combined. Many 
combination functions have been reported in literature of the outlier analysis. Among them some 
common functions are maximum [Lazarevic and Kumar 2005], average [Lazarevic and Kumar 2005] 
[Muller et. al. 2011]. In case of sequential ensembles the output of the last layer component is generally 
taken as the final score. 
 
In case of maximum function, the highest score from all the scores returned by the individual 
components are chosen as the final score assuming that higher outlier score indicates higher outlierness 
of a point. A detailed list of the methods along with the combination function used by them has been 
given in the paper [Aggarwal 2012]. [Kriegel et. al. 2011] proposed average of the probability estimates 
obtained after regularization and normalization of the outlier scores. 
 
[Zimek et. al. 2013a] has highlighted some disadvantages of using maximum as a combination function-
there is a tendency of overestimating the outlierness and it can influence the final result in a negative 
way in situations when some individual scores are bad but all scores are not bad overall. [Zimek et. al. 
2013a] has also reported that average function may produce better result when individual components 

uses local density based algorithms (LOF and its variants) or distant based algorithms ( NNk -   and its 
variants) [Zimek et. al. 2013b]. The optimum choice of the combination function depends on the 
application area, the nature of dataset and the level of granularity desired. 
Feature Bagging Approach: In Feature bagging approach [Lazarevic and Kumar 2005],there are mainly 
three phases-selections of different feature subsets, applying datasets corresponding to the feature 
subsets to LOF algorithm [Breunig et. al. 2000] independently and finally combining results to generate 
the final scores. Instead of LOF [Breunig et. al. 2000], any other algorithm can also be applied to the 
individual feature subsets. The feature subset selection is done as follows. After normalizing the dataset, 

the size of the feature subset, 
i

FSIZE (for 
th
i round) is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution 

between ë û2/d  and )1( -d . Then, 
i

FSIZE  no of features are chosen randomly (without replacement) 

from the complete feature set. In the second phase, datasets corresponding to the different feature 
subsets are passed through different instances of the LOF algorithm [Breunig et. al. 2000]. Result from 
each of the instances of the LOF algorithm [Breunig et. al. 2000] is a outlier score vector which shows 
the outlierness of all the data points based on the specific subset of the features. For combining the 
results obtained from different instances, two approach have been proposed by the [Lazarevic and 
Kumar 2005]- breadth-first combining method and cumulative sum combining method. 
 
Experiments: Experiments have been made using HighDimOut  R package [Kriegel et. al. 2008], 
[Kriegel et. al. 2011], [Kriegel et. al. 2009], [Muller et. al. 2011], [Breunig et. al. 2000]. After getting the 
FBOD scores, regularization and normalization have been performed following [Kriegel et. al. 2011]. for 
regularization the basic regularization-score-1 is used and for the normalization step, the gaussian 
scaling method is used. The final output can be interpreted as the outlier probability, ranging from 0 to 
1. The profiles with probability value greater than 0.98 have been considered as attack profiles. The 
precision and recall values for random attack model and average attack model have been shown in table 
x and y. 
 
 

Precision Push Attack Nuke Attack 

Random Attack 40.9 39.13 

Average Attack 45 42.85 

Figure 4.4: Precision Values for Random and Average Attack : 
Feature Bag Outlier Detection 
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Recall Push Attack Nuke Attack 

Random 100 100 

Average 100 100 

Figure 4.5: Recall Values for Random and Average Attack :  
Feature Bag Outlier Detection 

 
Conclusion: In this paper, we have used one ensemble algorithm for outlier detection named Feature 
Bag algorithm. Though all the attack profiles are detected correctly for random attack and average 
attack, a large number of genuine profiles are detected as attack profiles. In future, we are interested in 
detecting attack of different types using other ensemble algorithms for outlier detection.  
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